Concealed nuclei in Saccharomyces strains.
We have found that cells derived from heterokaryons (HK) showing phenotypical traits, coded by the nucleus of one parental strain and by the cytoplasm of the other, may produce mitotic progeny in which the second nucleus is apparently present but not expressed. This 'concealed' nucleus can be forced to expression after growth of these cytoductants on proper selective media. Using a micromanipulator, the buds containing both parental nuclei were isolated in various crosses. Cloning these HK from a rich medium (YEPD) revealed that nearly all of them were composed of a mixture of hybrid cells and cells of one of the parents. Cells of the other parent were present in a very small proportion, if detectable at all. We showed that the percentage of concealed HK decreases when limiting the growth of the strain that serves as a donor of the concealed nucleus. Consequently, our explanation for the presence of concealed nuclei in HK is the low production rate of daughter cells containing both nuclei, which accounts for the lack of a visible phenotype in HK, together with the low replication rate (or fast nuclease degradation) of one of the nuclei. In homosexual crosses, selection allows us to switch the concealed nucleus to normal replication rate. Some abnormalities of meiosis due to hidden nuclei are shown.